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Nixon requesting
new trade authority
WASHINGTON lAP)
President
tyuton asked Congress yesterday for
broad new trade negotiating authority

the goods which other nations produce
more efficiently

hal

HE ALSO SAID, steps toward a
more open trading order generally
have a favorable rather than an un
lavorable impact on domestic jobs
Hut he acknowledged that workers
are sometimes displaced because of
competition from imports ami an

he

said

will

significantly

itrengthen the country's bargaining
position l.ii world trade talks this fall
Specifically, the President requested
authority lo eliminate, reduce or in, rean i ustoms dunes without emigres
sional authoi Itj
lie asked lot new authority to negotiate OK nontarifl barriers to trade,
Such .is import quotas, and he asked to
extend the most favored nation clause
on trade to the Soviet I'mon and other
, ountries without advance approval
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Even though bicycle* All one of tho toitett and easiest mod«« of tran.portation
mmmi campus, parting h SJJW o problem especially K you're tho ono caught in
th« parking let behind Founders Quadrangle. Marilyn Kerlingor, freshman
(AAS), it probably wondering hew she'll ever get over te the other tide
without getting caught en handle bar*, wire basket*, and pedal*.

Bill introduced to allow
faculty, teacher strikes
Ohio Sen Harry Meshel iD-25> has
introduced a bill in the Ohio Senate
which would allow university faculty
and Ohio teachers to legally strike to
support their collective bargaining
positions
Meshel said the bill would set up
procedures through which bargaining
units could be established on campuses
and in school systems.
FACULTY could vote to hire a
bargaining agent to represent their
position to administrators. Meshel
said
He said using a bargaining agent
would be similar to the procedures
used by labor unions in settling their
grievances
Meshel said there is a need for
bargaining units for people in
education because by law a board of
education is not empowered to enter
into any agreements between school
administrators and teachers.
There is a necessity lor bargaining,
but there is no machinery provided for

it." Meshel said."The bill would
establish ground rules for setting up
bargaining units between labor and the
administrators."
Meshel said it is already a matter of
practice in some areas for educational
organizations to enter into bargaining
procedures.
He said the Ohio Educational
Association is bargaining with the
administration at Ohio State
University in Columbus as a representative for the OSU faculty.
"It's just a matter of making legal
what is already being done in some
places." he said
MESHEL said his mail indicates
support of the proposed measure by
most teachers' groups
He said the management, meaning
school administrators, might not be
"too happy about it."
Meshel said be thinks the bill, or at
least most of it. will be passed by the
Senate.
"We also hope to change the

House studying
college legal fees
COLUMBUS iAPI - The House Finance Committee is investigating legal
expenditures of state colleges and universities which last year amounted to
over $186,000
Rep John Wargo i D-2 Lisbon l called
the expenditures excessive." and said
yesterday he would submit legislation
bringing attorney's fees for state
educational institutions under the
attorney general's supervision.
Attorneys' fees paid out by Ohio
State University (OSUI between 197073 alone amounted to $180,000. Wargo
said.
UNIVERSITY vouchers showed the
fees were paid to the Columbus law
firm of Vorys. Sater, Seymour and
Pease with Jacob Davis II designated
as OSU's special counsel.
Davis said he charged OSU $35 50 per
hour for his legal time- slightly above
the $35 recommendation of the bar
association
What I want to know is what the
hell we're getting for $35.50?" was
Wargo s reaction yesterday.
Other legal fees paid by state institutions in 1972 included.
BOWLING GREEN University,
$2,270; Kent State. $21,592; Wright
State, $19,543; Akron University.
$23,033; Ohio University. $22,997;
Miami University. $4,991; Cleveland
State University, $31,761 and the Medi-

cal College of Ohio at Toledo, $12,145
OSU officials blamed court suits
growing out of student disturbances in
1970 for their high legal costs.
Records show OSU paid the Vorys
firm $62,321 between 1970-71; $121,543
for 1971-72: and estimated it will pay
$75,000 in the current fiscal year.
But Wargo noted Kent State University paid out a total of $67,500 for the
three year period, "and they had a
whole lot more student trouble" than
OSU
WARGO SAID HE has drawn up an
amendment to Gov. John J. Gilligan's
$9.7 billion budget proposal to require
legal fees for the schools to be paid out
of the attorney general's budget.
Under the amendment, the attorney
general's budget would be increased by
the amount of those fees from the general revenue fund.
Wargo said be had no objection to
Atty. Gen. William Brown designating
the Vory s law firm as legal counsel for
Ohio State
The firm has been linked in the past
with Gov. Gilligan as well as other high
Democratic officials, including Atty.
Gen. Brown.
"This is not personally directed at
the attorney general." Wargo said. "I
just think the people have the right to
know just bow and where this money is
being spent."

HK. ALSO SAID he wanted greater
authont) to raise harriers against
i ounti us which unreasonably or unjustifiabl) limn imports ot 11.8 goods
The proposals are contained in the
administration ■ Trade Reform Art of
ll was sent to Congress yeslcr
trade negotiations with major I s
nailing partners open in Tokyo In Sep
ei and Nixon told Congress
[tie authoi ities I outline In my proposal would give OUI negotiators the
leverage and the flexibility they need

to eliminate foreign barriers to Amen
can I'I.HIIM is
THE PRESIDENT said barriers to
trade both al home and abroad, cost
the United states several billion dollars a \e,ir in higher consume! prices
and inefficient use of resources

Ferguson Act in a bill which will IK
introduced later It would make Ihe
law more practical by allowing public
employees to strike legallv." hi said

iii. President indicated he shared
id. beliel oi economists thai all coun
tries benefit from a nee flow oi trade

The Ferguson Act is an (lino law
which prohibits all public employees
from striking

It is in Ihe best interest nl every
nation lo sell to others the goods it pro1 m . mine efficiently and to purchase

when he said

nounccd he was planning new legislation to help workers who lose their jobs
through no fault ol their own
He said he would propose minimum
federal standards for state unemployment insurance benefits and a comprehensive pension reform to help protect
workers against loss of pension benefits due to loss oi employment

'No fee hike' policy
endorsed by Moore
I have reviewed the Howling Green
appropriation which is being written
into the amended House Hill Hi. ami I
applaud Oov tiilligan and legislative
leaders from both parties for this clear
indication oj their leadership and
demonstrated interest in higher
education
Hecause of our highly favorable
enrollment outlook. Howling Green
may fare somewhat better in the new
bill than will some other universities in
the system
However, we will still enforce strut
economies and careful management ol
resources so that we can continue
momentum of several promising
program developments, including
introductory studies and expanded professional programs
Most important of all. student fees
need not be increased for Ihe biennium
i nine per cent Increase in subsidies is
projected for the second year of the
biennium I
Our trustees on April 5 reluctantly
approved the conditions of the existing
executive proposal: $6 per quarter
instructional fee increase to be joined

with a three per cent stale subsidy
increase Hut we announced at the time
that we hoped we could later rescind
Ihe increase
Earlier, in testimony before the Education section ol the House Finance
Committee on March 7. 1973. 1 pledged
Howling (ireen would not increase fees
under circumstances of increased state
appropriations
Although conditions have not been
lully met. they have largely been
achieved by the new proposal -enough
lo warrant lull endorsement of a "no
fee increase" policy at Bowling Green.
This we will do given adoption of the
revised appropriation regardless of
whether maximum allowable fees are
changed in House Bill 86
In fact, we support the governor's
present recommendation on
appropriations level and on student
fees
Both positions are fair,
reasonable, and justified in terms of all
coi- ulerations.
I)r llollis A Moore Jr ,
University President

Stray dogs to get new home
By Jim Washerman
Staff Reporter
Stray dogs nabbed by Wood County

dog wardens will have a new I le
this fall.
County Administrator llalph G
Brandeberry said earlier this week
construction of the new $50.0iki ani
mal shelter should begin in about a
month."
The shelter, to be located on I.in
wood Road, will contain 19 areas lor
dogs and two for cats. Hrandeberrv
said each area could hold up to foui
dogs, depending on the size nl the
cages in each area.
THE NEW SHELTER also will
house two offices, one for dog war
dens and the other for the Wood
County Humane Society
"We agreed to cooperate with the
Humane Society and it can have
people in there all day if it likes
Brandeberry said
Blueprints for the new shelter also
allow room for future expansion
A disposal area for destroying dogs
also will be included in the new
facility, but the method of disposal
has not yet been determined. Brand.
berry said.
He said euthanasia has been considered, but the county commissioners have not bought the required
apparatus. Brandeberry said the
indecision is the result of a difference
of opinion among professionals, such
as Humane Society officials and
veterinarians, about the humaneness
of the operation.
He said the euthanasia process
occurs in a high-altitude chamber,
which compacts the oxygen and
asphyxiates the dogs. A Wood County
Humane Society official said the
apparatus is called a Euthenair
ROBERT WINK, one of the two
county dog wardens, said dogs are
held at the present shelter for at least
three days and then destroyed with a
.22 calibre rifle.

Wink said the ohm Revised Code
requires thai the dogs be kept at least
three days before they are destroyed
Nads Knauss. a member of the
board of directors lor the Wood County Humane Society, said the organization would have recommended the
Euthenair a year ago, but members
have since changed their minds
Using the Kuthenairs. sometimes
the dogs don't die Then they regain
consciousness and wander around
with brain damage." Knauss said.
She said the Humane Society will
push lo have the dogs destroyed by
having :hem put to sleep by veterinarians All area veterinarians have
agreed lo do it if the commissioners

approve destroying the dogs in that
manner, she said.
MARY HANSON, a volunteer for
the Humane Society, said. "We don't
argue the fact that the dogs must be
destroyed because there are many
more animals than homes for them.
A lot of our work now is in advocating
spaying of females to cut down on the
population "
Wink said he and the olher warden
pick up about 60 stray dogs a week
He said the new shelter would be a
great improvement because of the
extra space
"If we picked up all the stray dogs
we found wandering around the
county now. it would be impossible to

hold them all at the present shelter."
he said
Brandeberry said the new shelter
will be financed by the county's onehalf per cent piggyback tax on the
Ohio sales tax. enacted by the commissioners two years ago The piggyback tax is used for capital improvements and current expenses
HE SAID the commissioners have
tried before to build a new annual
shelter, but never could find the
money to proceed with the plans.
Commissioner Paul Ladd said,
"The new shelter will be something
we can be proud of There are better
days ahead."

Construction of the now $50,000 Wood County Animal Shelter to be located
on L'mwood Rd. will begin In about a month. The shelter will contain areas
for stray dogs and cats and will also house two offices.
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hiring policies

Z-

Hiring and promotion figures compiled in the first report by
the University's Office of Equal Opportunity are anything but
encouraging.
Although some comparisons between statistics from this year
.i.ii last year were good, the majority were disheartening.
The good news for minorities?
Eight per cent of the promotions from assistant to associate
professor involved minority group faculty. Last year no
minorities were promoted in this area.
The good news for women?
Twenty-three per cent of the promotions from associate to full
professor involved women. Last year this category included no
women.
Hut then there was the bad news.
In 1971-72. two of the promotions from instructor to assistant
professor (or 11 per cent) involved minorities. This year, no
minorities were promoted in this area.
In 1971-72. no minorities were promoted from associate to full
professor. This year? Still none.
Only three (or three per cent) of the 93 new full-time faculty
this year are from minority groups, and only one of the 45 new
part-time faculty is from a minority group.
The statistics for women weren't much better.
In 1971-72, women accounted for seven of the 18 promotions
from instructor to assistant professor (or 39 per cent). This year
it was down to four of 15 (or 27 per cent).
Last year four of the 31 promotions from assistant to associate
professor (or 13 per cent) were women. This year that was only
lour of 39 (or 10 per cent)
Women accounted for only 16 per cent of the higher-paying new
full-time faculty jobs, but they managed to take 47 per cent of the
lower-paying part-time jobs.
It may be true that some of the recently recruited minority and
female faculty are not ready yet for promotion. But it seems
hardly likely that that explanation can cover all of the dismal
setbacks in promotions and hiring.
Perhaps the University is committed to equal employment
opportunities. But somebody had better tell the department
heads about that commitment.

'DO YOU THINK IT'S STILL HUNGRY . . V

on the right

veto illustrates views
By Wllllem F. Backley Jr.
The reaction to Richard Nixon's veto
of the aid-to-the handicapped bill
brilliantly illustrates a difference
between the Democratic and the
Republican modes of operation;
indeed, a difference between the
always elusive "liberal'' and
"conservative" ways of looking at
things.
Never mind for a moment any
structural defect in the proposed law.
Consider it simply as a means of
helping the handicapped by voting
federal dollars for their use.
Senator Hubert Humphrey emerged
as the best, i.e. the quintessential,
spokesman for the Democratic
approach to such questions.

housing code
Some governmental agency, be it city or county, should take
the initiative and update the area housing code.
The proposed city housing code is stalled in committee. Now
the Wood County Health Department has expressed interest in
updating the county code along the lines of the suggested Bowling
Green code
If passed, either could improve potential slum areas, stabilize
property values and give students who rent their money's worth.
Passage of either code could create a housing officer
empowered to inspect dwellings. The code would also specify
space and occupancy requirements, including minimum sanitary
and heating facilities, light and ventilation and electrical outlets.
Both the University and the community stand to benefit from
approval and enforcement of a city or improved county code.
Bather than sit back and let another agency work for a new
code, both city council and the Wood County Health Department
should move to get a more stringent housing code enacted at
once

FOR SENATOR HUMPHREY it was
very simply this: Do you.or do you not
believe in helping handicapped
children? Pure and simple.
The senator went so far as to personalize the argument going even beyond
his abstract identification with the
cause of the handicapped.
He spoke his rage over Nixon's veto
on the floor of the Senate saying, "I am
the grandfather of a mentally retarded

child. Our family can afford to take
care of that child, but many families
can't. I ask every senator here to
search his own conscience I don't
believe the president of the United
States knew what he was doing. If he
did. he ought to be ashamed of
himself."
Such language is highly volatile It
spreads like wildfire through the
college campuses
PROM SUCH AN onslaught the
conservative reels. If the critic will
listen, the conservatives can patiently
ask a few questions
1. Do the Democrats believe that
there is as much public money available as there are worthy causes in the
world on which it might be spent?
No one. on ref lection-not even Teddy
Kennedy-would answer that question
with a categorical yes.
2. Do the Democrats acknowledge
that we have at this moment in
American history strained the safe
level of government spending''
NO ONE, ON reflection, can safely
say that we have not. To do so would
mean to interrupt his own criticism of
the high price of meat for one thing.

Leirers
program changes suggested
Since I have attended B.G.S.U.. one
of my pet peeves has been the qualifications of the instructors
Many of the instructors that I have
had appear to have no background in
educational procedures
It seems ironic that we students of
education are required to complete

"X" number of hours in education to
become elementary or secondary
teachers while the majority of
instructors at the university level are
not required to have background in
education
BEING A MATHEMATICAL genius
does not qualify a person to be a good

teacher of the subject. Therefore. I
submit the following suggestions:
1. Each student should be aware of
the qualifications of his instructor. The
first day of class, the instructor should
give out a personal data sheet
including his major areas of study,
degrees, hours completed in each
department, and experience.

contribute to help Unity would be very
deeply appreciated.
Your letters will be promptly
answered.

THIS COULD BE enforced in two
ways: First, the University could hire
personnel with this background, and
second, personnel not having this background could complete it within a
certain period of time.
A suggested program for completing
this work would be a seminar. This
type of program would give exposure
to many professionals of the field and
would be beneficial to all involved.

William Banks No 119099
P.O. Box 7«7
LucasviUe. O 45641

Patricia F. Smith
Portage, 0.
Sr. - Ed

'unity' needs advice, opinions
The inmates of the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility have collectively
formed a new group called 'Unity "
The purpose of Unity is to teach the
men to help and improve themselves
'during their incarceration. Daily, we
-have classes and it is required that
'each and every member attend
Our curriculum includes such
subjects as history, art, English,
philosophy, psychology, consumers

singing voice
~ Say. do you know what 1 heard the
-other day?
t A student was walking across
Campus by himself and SINGING!
rRight out loud, loo!
y I had begun to believe that only
balding forty-year old men like me did
-•crazy things like that any more.
— Anyhow mister, thanks a lot. It sure
• 'made my day.
Tom Anderson
Geography Department

economics and political science.
AT THE PRESENT we have ISO
active members. Due to the shortage
of books, writing paper, pencils, typewriters, tape recorders and other
much needed equipment. Unity Is not
making the prngTeea or effective
changes that would be highly beneficial
to the men who need them the most.
It Is the sincere desire and the.goal of
each and every member of Unity to
return to society as a productive
citizen with • saleable skill and an
honest ambition to accomplish
something in life.
WE NEED YOUR HELP.
Your advice, suggestions, opinions,
theories and anything you would like to

From this information the student
can judge for himself whether he
thinks that his instructor has adequate
background.
2. The University should adapt a
program requiring all teaching
personnel to have background in
philosophy and foundations of education as well as tests and measurements. Methods courses would be
advisable but not necessary

bike paths encouraged;
need city coordination

All Democrats deplore the effects of
inflation, and all Democrats recognize
that the dollar's humiliation in the
money markets abroad is the direct
result of inflation at home.
3. Did the Democrats suggest that
the hilluiiiiliili.il .ml in tin- handicapped bill take the place of a billiondollars already appropriated for
another social service?
Did Senator Humphrey propose that
Congress reduce by a billion dollars
appropriations for medical aid to the
elderly'' For education for the young''
Km- the purification of our water and
our air?
WE NUDGE UP AGAINST the argument that we should commensurately
reduce the military budget
4. As a matter of fact, the military
budget has been reduced. In constant
dollars we would need to spend 105
billion to maintain the same level of
spending the Democratic Congress
judged necessary when Mr Nixon
assumed office, subtracting the cost of
the Vietnamese operation.
Now. spending on defense is what a
society, resolved to maintain its
sovereignty begins with, even as you
begin a house by building a foundation
To economize by pouring more sand
and less concrete into the cement is to
be compared with economizing by

GeMa Mek cssai
nsm'i Hbarattsa

•a

the

You mean those oats that burn their
bras and walk around all disheveled
and hate men? They're crazy. Crazy "

EFFORTS to make bicycle commuting more attractive will require
the support of the city government and
coordination with other groups already
interested in such a project.
Lets work together NOW and make
this a reality soon.
Joan Stepenske
Department of computer science

SENATOR JAVITS. for instance,
who voted to override President
Nixon's veto, comes from a state that
sends to Washington f 1 60 for every
dollar it gets back. Why doesn't
Senator Javits satisfy himself to
recommend to New York State that it
look after its own handicapped?
In his classic book. "Economics In
One Lesson." the economist Mr. Henry
Hazlitt remarks that it is distinctively
the conservative who looks beyond the
immediate effect of any particular
expenditure, that the liberal foreshortens his perspective, so that be is
able to talk only in terms of are you or
aren't you in favor of helping invalids'1
It is an onerous responsibility that
the conservative needs to bear under
the pressure of such demagogy, and we
can only be grateful that Mr Nixon and
a few senators have had the courage to
think in strategic terms
WeeMnoton Mar-Mai Nolvc.1 Syndicate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter, column or
editorial.
Letters should be a maximjm of 300 words, typewritten We
ask that columns be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name,
address and phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor.
c/oThe BG News. 106 University Ball.
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Yes, Bowling Green can certainly
benefit by bicycle lanes and paths.
There are many of us who continue
to ride oar bicycles undaunted by bad
weather, mishaps, cavernous railroad
crossings, inconsiderate automobile
drivers and auto exhausts fumes.
Special lanes for bikes would help
and might lure many others onto the
bikeways.

offering the sick man a half million
units of penicillin when the doctor has
prescribed one million
5. Since approximately one half of
the states of the union pay more money
for social expenditures to Washington
than they receive for social expenditures from Washington, what is to keep
these states from appropriating their
own funds for the help of the handicapped1

rnkhael j. valentim

Editorial and Business OHkes 106 University Hall
Phone 372-3003
■A *• ■■■>
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U.S. cargo planes carry fuel

Cambodian airlift continues
SAIGON <AP> - Tbe
United States began airlifting fuel yesterday into
Cambodia's capital, whose
main supply routes have
been cut or harassed by
Communist command
forces.
The airlift was announced
by tbe U.S. Embassy in
Phnom Penh and the Pentagon in Washington
A C130 Hercules transport
came in with the first load o(

fuel in a huge plastic bladder
and unloaded it at Phnom
Penh's airport.
Tbe Pentagon disclosed
that since July, an average
of 10 cargo planes daily had
been carrying supplies,
mostly military, to the Cambodian capital.
PENTAGON spokesman
Jerry W. Friedheim declined to give the maximum
number of flights in any one

day for tbe new airlift bat
said. "This is not a major
airlift."
In Pippin Penh an embassy spokesman said that
without fuel resupply tbe
city would have to shut down
electricity generators and
water pumps.
Five tankers arrived in
Phnom Penh Sunday and
Monday after passage up the
Communist threatened
Mekong River.

allies despite massive U.S.
air support for government
forces.
The announcement of tbe
U.S. airlift followed a visit
to Cambodia by President
Nixon's special emissary.
Gen. Alexander M Haig Jr..
who is on a fou. nation tour
to assess the general political, military and economic
situation in Indochina
Haig flew to .Saigon yesterday but will return today
to Phnom Penh before flying
back to the United States
He has irmde no public statement

They added two weeks'
supply to the city's reserves.
bat tbe government was
pessimistic of any more
ships making the 60-mile run
from tbe South Vietnamese
border
ALL MAJOR roads to
Phnom Penh have been
severed for more than three
weeks by Khmer Rouge
insurgents and their North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong

newsnoTes

Airliner crash

escapee George P Keatly of Canton
The forged document is designed to
look like a Fifth District Court of
Appeals ruling on an appeal actually
still pending asking for a reversal of
his conviction.
It contained forged names of three
judges and a deputy clerk of courts
and ordered that Keatley. 22. br
released within 20 days

BASEL. Switzerland (AP) - A
British charter airliner flying 139
Britons to Basel's spring fair crashed
in a blu/ard near here yesterday and
police said 106 were killed
Nearly all the passengers were
women going to the fair on a special
shopping trip arranged beforehand
The four-engine turboprop
apparently overshot the Basel airport
as it came in for a landing after a
flight from Bristol. England.

Thieu protest
BONN. Germany (AP) - Leftist,
anti-US. demonstrators, protesting a
visit by Nguyen Van Thieu, wrecked
Bonn's historic City Hall yesterday
shortly before the South Vietnamese
president called on President Gastav
Heinemann
Scores ol demonstrators and 14
policemen were injured in clashes
outside City Hall
During a 4S-mmute talk.
Heinemann asked Thieu for belter
treatment of political prisoners
Thieu then left for political talks in
South Korea and Formosa en route
back to Saigon.

Rhodes term
COLUMBUS (AP) - Atty Gen
William J Brown said lor the record
yesterday he didn't believe former
Gov. James A Rhodes was eligible
for a third term
Although Brown has voiced such an
opinion for months, be filed a brief
Monday in the lawsuit Rhodes
brought against Secretary of State
TedW Brown
Rhodes has asked that his name be
put on the ballot as a 1974 gubernatorial candidate

Picasso funeral
VAUVENARGUES. France (AP) The body of Pablo Picasso was
brought yesterday to a chateau he
owned near Aix en Provence for
burial
No date was announced for the
funeral, but informed sources said
(he family wanted :i private service

Yablonski

Phony ruling

PITTSBURGH (API
Convicted
Yablonski murdirer William J
Prater has given authorities "a
handwritten confession'' of his role in
the plot that led to the 1969 slayings

LUCASVILLE (API - Ohio prison
officials say somebody sent them a
phony court ruling in an apparent
effort to free convicted prison

COMMUNIST troops to
the south of Phnom Penh are
within 12 miles of the city
and may launch an offensive
Friday to mark the Cambodian new year.
U.S. military observers,
however, believe rebel
forces lack the strength for
a full-scale assault on the
capital
Prince
Norodom
Sihanouk, who heads a Cambodian government in exile
in Peking, said Monday he
has enough arms and ammunition from Communist
China and North Vietnam to
goon fighting until 1975
Sihanouk, who is at least
the nominal leader of the
rebellion against President
Lon Nol's regime in Phnom
Penh was overthrown in a
bloodless coup in 1970

And sources close to the case also
disclosed yesterday Prater admitted
the money used to hire three
assassins came from the United Mine
Workers union treasury
Prater, at his trial last month, had
denied any connection with the New
Year's Eve murders of Joseph A.
"Jock" Yablonski. his wife, and
daughter as they slept in their
Clarksville. Pa., home
The sources also disclosed that
Prater, a former I'MW organizer in
Tennessee, gave some additional
details concerning the case which the
FBI is reportedly checking out.

The Senate defeated by a
standing vote an amendment
that would have also given
youths-who already hav»
the right to vote- the right to
drink.
Although there was no
announcement of the count
on the drinking amendment.

a clerk said later it was 17
against, 14 for
ONE OF THOSE voting
against the bill was Sen.
Thomas A. Van Meter (RltfAshland). who had argued
to include the drinking
amendment The other was
Sen Richard G Reichel I Fife Massillon)
The bill was carried onto
the floor by Sen Stanley J.
Aronof f (R-8 Cincinnati l
who said he hoped the legislature would not get bogged

Suede and Leather
Cleaning

An official of Vauvenargues, a
village nine miles northeast of Aix in
the heart of Provence, said he
thought Picasso would be buried in a
vault in one of the corner towers ol
the chateau

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) Premier Saeb Salani resigned yesterday in the
aftermath of the Israeli
commando raids against
Palestinian guerrillas in the
heart of I .ebanon

Sen Harry Meshel (D-2S
Youngstown I offered the
amendment to insert
drinking of high-powered
beer and liquor, saying:

1 ever had was when I was in
high school." Reichel said
"If there had been no restraint on me I believe I
would have followed an urge
and run out and got married '
Aronof f. in answering,
said. "Welcome to the
second chapter of Irue confessions."
Aronoff said 32 states have
lowered the age of majority
by varying degrees In some
states, he said 19 or 20-yearolds are permitted to drink.

"IT IS incongruous that
they have the right to vote
on a local option but not the
right to buy a six-pack at the
neighborhood store which
they just helped put in business ..."
After the amendment was
defeated. Reichel led the
attack against the bill He
said 18-year-olds didn't have
the maturity to enter into
legal contracts and decide
such issues as marriage
"The most passionate and
deeply emotional love affair

HEY
PODNERS!

^^
353-4494

8e*a4*&fa/Drf Cleaning
345 N. Maple
Across From Harshman

Implicated
Security measures around
the U.S. Embassy were
lightened after some 150
Palestinian students tried to
march on the seaside
building. Troops in armored
cars and personnel carriers
turned them back
Other troops guarded key

"IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to
honor the sovereignly of
I ehanon and its capital
when there is complete freedom (oi the terrorists, their
bases and commands in
Lebanese territory." said
l.t Gen. David Klazer.
President
Suleiman
Kranjieh summoned the
Lebanese government into
emergency session
In Ihe past. Lebanon has
protested against Israeli
raids to the UN Security
Council and tightened control of the Palestinians.

The Pizza People, Period.

352-5221
SUPER SUNDAY IS COMING
The Brothers of

and a Coke®
Good Apr. 11 only

(

^

n.oo
Roy Rogers
Restaurant

ARAB RADIO station, da
nounced Ihe Israeli raid and
said the United States was

points in this Mediterranean
city Mass funerals will be
held (or the three slain
Palestinian leaders tomorrow.
In Tel Aviv, the chief of
staff warned that Israel may
hit the Lebanese capital
again unless authorities curb
the activities of armed
Palestinian organizations

Domino's Is
Student Managed

(cole slaw & trench fries)

Reg. 4.24

I:\KI nil IN the day.
Palestinian guerrilla leaden
vowed revenge for the i
mando raids try escalating
their war on Israel and possibly targeting U.S firms in
the Middle East for terrorist
attacks
The Palestine Liberation
Organization charged that
the U.S Central Intelligence
Agency helped carry out the
attack, and said
The
resolution will continue to
pursue Ihe enemy every-

where, inside and outside
occupied territory
A spokesman at the U.S.
Kmbassy denied the charge.
and the Slate Department
said in Washington that the
charges were utterly without foundation."
Ilni the fact the guerrillas
made the charge raised
fears in some quarters that
American concerns in the
oil rich Middle I'.asl might
become targets ol the guerrillas

Qt. Coke
SPECIAL

PLATTER

Our plant uses the Suede-life process which
adds oil as we clean your garments to restore the tender newness of leather.

Salani submitted the
resignation ol his govern
men! to ['resident S.ilcnnan
I-launch alter a cabinet
meeting called to discuss
Monday's attacks that killed
three lop guerrilla leaders
President Kranjieh said lie
would decide today whether
to accept Salami resigns
lion Salani has been in and
out ol the premiership since
1%0
i

down on the drinking issue
and kill the hill as happened
last year.
The bill, he said, would
give newly enfranchised 18
to 21-year-old voters the
rights to assume the responsibilities and obligations
that go toward being an
adult '

Wednesday is
Dollar Day
YOUR JACKETS, COATS, SKIRTS ALL YOUR LEATHER CLOTHING CAN NOW BE MADE AS SOFT,
FLEXIBLE AND RESPONSIVE TO YOU
AS WHEN THEY WERE NEW.

segment

Members of the No.ihw.tt Ohio Volunteer FW.mon.
Association's Fire School m«i in Bowling Green last weekend.
One training segment involved auto emergencies taught by
Jack Liberator, who gave step-by-step procedure* for
removing seriously injured victims from auto wreckage.

Lebanon premier quits

Senate lowers age of majority
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
Ohio Senate yesterday
passed and sent to the House
a bill extending the age of
majority to 18-21-year-olds
The vote was 29-2

Training

SIGMA CHI
Cordially invite all
interested men and rushees to

OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT - 8:00 - WED., APRIL 11th
Refreshments
Wooster Street

300 E. Wooster

t«*
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'Happy Birthday,' Union
On Friday. April 11, lift*.
drums rolled, bugles played,
rides were fired in saluteand the University Union
was opened (or business
Today, toe Union will
celebrate its 15th anniversary, but not quite so
spectacularly.
There will be specials on
luncheons and other lood
throughout the Union, and in
the Cardinal Room a

visational
group,
will
perform free of charge in
the Carnation Room.
But as entertaining as the
1973 celebration might be,
the 1168 opening was more
spectacular.
The day began with University President Ralph W
McDonald and his wife
presiding at a ribbon-cutting
ceremony
A large brown and orange

jukebox will be played free
of charge
AT I P.M. a four-tiered
birthday cake will be
brought out. and a piece of it
given to anyone who joins in
singing
Happy Birthday"
to the Union
There will
be enter
tainment throughout the
day. courtesy of a folk
singing froup. and at 8 p m
The Proposition, an impro

Lake Erie flooding
forces evacuation
TOLEDO I API
Residents along the southwestern shoreline of Lake Erie
began to return to their
water-drenched homes yesterday after the worst
coastal flooding in the last
half-century
Damage was estimated to
be greater than last Novem
ber's flooding, which at the
time set records
In Toledo's hardest-hit
northeast Point Place section. Mayor Harry Kessler
said damage would run
above 11.6 million, the
amount claimed from this
past winter's storm
A 1S-MILE stretch along
the southwestern coast was
battered by high winds
blowing water over dikes
still damaged from November's storm
In Monroe County. Mich ,
an estimated 10.000 persons
left their homes Monday,
and damage was estimated
there to run between |4 and
f 10 million
In Lucas County, more
than 600 homes were inun
dated by the flood Another
1.500 homes were damaged
in Point Place and 2.000 persons evacuated Monday, city
spokesman Ted Reames.
said

state disaster area
As residents returned to
their flooded homes in Point
Place, many wading with
high boots through 2 and 3
feet of water or using
canoes, rubber rafts, motor
boats or row boats, the
■ lean up began

Reames said yesterday
(hat the main dike was
severely
undermined
From photographs he saw.
he said, there are major
structural cracks It looks
like you CU stick a hand
through the dike ' He also
said the main dike is
leaning
AN OHIO National Guard
unit of
military police
j. ilroled Ihe five-square
Wile .ii IM Hooded in Point
I
assisting resulenls
retui mug in then homes to
gatli.
clolhing lor whal
the, • ipecl will be at least
one week away from their
homes
Flood damage was also reported heavy in low lying
areas west ol PorM 'linton
In Port Clinton, sand
bagging limited dlllUlge to
the business area as water
Hooded the main downtown

Intersection
Families in coastal anas
in Erie and Ottawa counties
had lett then homes over Ihe
weekend when water began
to rise and ilnl not return
before the water reached Its
peak mi Monday
KKSSI Kit said vcslenl.iv
he would request the scene
be declared a federal and

Shirley Shirey. who has
been through three floods in
the past 11 years said. "I'm
going to fight it til the death
in me No lake is going to
take me over
Hut others have tried to
move out of the stricken
area House for sale " signs
just above the water's surface appeared on every
block vesterday

SR0C+ETT!
TONIIE994
ws

ribbon was stretched across
the front entrance to the
Union
Nearby was the
president's wife, scissors in
hand.
As ribbon-cutting time
arrived, there was a roll of
drums, a flourish of bugles
and a rifle salute. Nearby a
rocket was fired to signal to
students that the Union was
finally open
THAT NIGHT was no less
spectacular. Guy Lombardo
and the Royal Canadians
played "the sweetest music
this side of heaven" before a
formally attired audience in
the Grand Ballroom.
To add to the merriment,
women students were even
allowed to remain out until 1
a in
a radical departure
from the strict curfew of the
1950s.
Although Guy Lombardo
won't be present to play
A II Id Lang Syne" at this
Wednesday's
festivities,
there will still be cause for
celebration. Coffee will cost
only five cents

By K«i Srhwu
The 15th anniversary of
the University Union will
not be the only celebration
today
Seventeen Union
employees will also mark
their 15th year of service
with the University.

women's coalition meeting
to be held this spring and the
use of general fee monies for
women's athletics.
Dr. Virginia Platt, professor of history, and Dr. Genevieve Stang. members of the
steering committee of the
Faculty Women's Caucus,
will speak
The meeting is free and
open to the public
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Th» University Union is celebrating its 15th birthday- and you're invited!

Elizabeth Cobb. now
administrative assistant at
the Union, was hired 15
years ago to finish
decorating the newly >nll
facility after the first
decorator walked off the
job

Adair said Ihe Side Door
Coffeehouse, open on
weekends in the Carnation
Room, was originally conceived as entertainment
only for dating couples in
proper
attire, meaning
dresses and suits

TODAY SHE still has a
say in Union decor and also
acts as the official hostess
for Union functions
Cobb said the Union was
originally
intended
to
provide
a
cultural
atmosphere lor the student
body and perhaps to help
refine young people

DONALD
HINDE.
,'ssistant Union director, is
in charge ol buildings operations from the physical
plant aspect Maintenance
and housekeeping come
under his supervision and
then, if 1 have the time. I
SSSUN the director he said
Hinde's job has changed a
great deal during the last 15
years because of the growth
of the student body About
4.000 students were enrolled
when the Union opened
compared with about 15.000
now he said

Pauline Adair. arrange
ments manager, recalled
the pleasant surprise Union
workers
and
former
University President Ralph
W. McDonald shared IS
years ago as they watched
the new Union become a
center of student activity In
just a short time

Hinde said in its early
yean, the Union brought
entertainment to campus

Valley of the Dolls

Fri. & Sat.
700

Wl,h D

Fri.-Sat.
9:30

wl,hlL)

Beyond the Valley of Dolls

u oo
'
Free

fen

Suppose Hud. came in 24-OZ. bottle* 111111 cost fjOf apiece. And suppose the
12-oz bottles coat '2.ric each. A guv come* up lo you carrying two boxes the
same size, lie tells you one box is lull of 12 oz bottles, the other is exactly
half full of the 24-oz. bottles Due is worth more than the other. Which one?
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Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
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Main Auditorium - U Hall
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UAO Campus Flicks

• M»,. < Ii, 'C t

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S iooi

URSONNCL OFFICE
fHE*S»NT (ICCM

Union employees celebrate, too

WOMEN to report
on rights hearings
WOMF.N. a University
Sponsored organisation, will
meet tonight at 8 in the base
ment of the United Christian
Fellowship Center.
313
Thin si in Ave.
Reports will be given on
the Ohio Senate Kqual
Rights
Amendment
hearings,
the all-Ohio

S OFFICE

STADIUM
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

RIB EYE STEAK DINNER
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

Reg. $1.49

Now Only .99

Across From The Football Stadium

with little or no active
participation by the students
themselves
But now. he sanl Ihe I nion
is striving to be more
responsive la students sad is
encouraging
suggestions
trom students
Richard
Avery.
now
manager ol Ihe Buckeye
Room
began his Union
career IS yean ago .is a
mechanic lor the bowling
lanes
Avcry said one ol the
significant changes in the
Buckeye Roam was the
recent removal ol Ibe
barber shop
Ihe I in.HI
originally employed four
barbers, but .is year s passed
and tastes changed
Ihe
barber shop was no lunger
practical, he said
FORMKR i nine director
t'ol Parrel N Cobb finally
suggested thai
pmb.ili
machines i» installed m
place ol the unused barbel
chairs
riir pinball machines are
now very poptllai
Avcry

said
It was certainly a
good idea
The lour appearances by
trick pool player Jack White
also boosted the popularity..
of billiards, Avery said
l-enore Kschedor. now director of Union food services,
began working as a cashier
in the Falcon s Nest.
SINCE SHE WAS named
lood service director, she
has supervised banquets and
bullets (or President
Richard
Nixon, former
I'resident John V Kennedy,
and New York GOV. Nelson
Rockefeller
All 15-year employees will
be presented with red
carnations today
in
appreciation of their
service
Other recipients are
i harlotte Wheeler. Leora
Kschedor. Margaret Aller,
.lames I'romley, Mary
Frances Downing. Dorothey
Kerr, Arlene Layman."
Ardith
Phillips. Velma
Stein. Ruth Sutton. Esther
Swerlein and Marv Louise
wise

Volunteers sought
for telethon work
Volunteers are needed to man phones in Howling Green
during i telethon lor the I nitcd Cerebral Palsy Fund to be
televised S.itunl.n and Sunday from the University of
Toledo Field House
Volunteers will work in 408 Education Bldg beginning at,
10 p m Saturday and at '.' p.m. Sunday, answering phones
and doing clerical work
Persons interested in volunteering should contact Joan
Pitch, freshman I Kd I, at 372-5117
The Bowling Green portion ol the telethon is sponsored by
the Student Council for F'xceptional Children

THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT. ADMISSION
'1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.'s

CL.A.i.CL

NOW PLAYING
7:00-9:15

IT IS A MISSING CHAPTER FROM
THE SHAPES OF WRATH'
AND OF EQUAL STATURE."
— Judith Crist, New York Magazine

MEN'S CLOGS
both Dress & Sport Type
From Harbor & Dexter
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From $18.95

— COUPON —

||lkl% booteru
Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

PRESENT THIS COUPON AT THE
CLA-ZEL BOX OFFICE, APRIL 1117. YOU WILL BE ADMITTED TO
"SOUNDER" FOR «1.00.

WadfMMlov. April II. 1973, TlwMltewt/P^al

A

SOUND
/ASSOCIATES
THE
SOUND
SPECIALISTS

WEB
TIRff
10 AM TO 10 PM
BASF •MEMOREX • TDK • BRAUN • WOLLENSAk • BO/AK • RECTILINEAR • ONKYO • HARMON KARDON • KLH<

SOUND
SAVINGS

ELIPITICAL
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
W/ALL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY
('139.95) TWO JENSEN MODEL 1 AIR
SUSPENSION SPEAKERS ('48. EACH)
AND A BSR 310X AUTOMATIC TURN
TABLE WITH CUEING AND ANTI SKATE
AND A MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE ('80.)
REG. '315.95. NOW THE PRICE THAT
FITS

$

REG. '54.95

J

248 SOUTH MAIN STREET

88

NOW 23

219

M niONEen

Jensen

33

SE-50 STEREOPHONES

95

REG. '49.95

NOW $33M

NIKKO

>.

Ml

PIONEER SX-424 AM/FM SOLID STATE STEREO
RECEIVER MATCHED WITH A PAIR OF MARANTZ
IMPERIAL VII, 3-WAY SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER
PL-120 TURNTABLE W/CUEING, ANTI-SKATE AND
AN ADC 250XE DIAMOND CARTRIDGE. REG.
'527 85.

.

STEREO AMPLIFIER
REG.'119.95

$

NOW $8888

Superex
PRO-B-V
HEADPHONES
REG. '50.

• • • i

(>

NOW J395C

95

NOW 349

■

(HARD TO BEAT)

MIX TWO KLH 33 ACOUS
TIC
COMPLIANCE
SPEAKERS WITH THE PERFORMANCE-PLUS OF A
KENWOOD KR-3200 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER ADD A
GARRARD SL-72B TURN
TABLE W/BASE, DUSTCOVER AND A PICKERING
P/ATE MAGNETIC CART
RIDGE. REG. '549.75.

$

e?

GLlACL

NOW *68"

%J
REG.'199.95
l|il|l'*ll"

IKENWOOD

:

' ill ' :'
.-_- '<&

■

!. I

STEREO AMP

REG. '99.95

t 3500

NOW 399

SU3604

ACOUSTIC
COMPLIANCE
LOUDSPEAKERS

STEREO CASSETTE DECK

95

SI 3600
STEREO TUNER |
REG. '329.95

KLH MOHU 33

fiO r»iO!\)een

PICKERING

■■•■:•-.-.-.-->

REG. '399.95

QUAD-4 CHANNEL MONSTROPHONIC WE MATCHED THE
HARMON-KARDON 75+ WITH
SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES,
FM MUTING AND SUPER LOWNOISE TUNING WITH 4 JENSEN
MODEL TWO 2-WAY SPKRS. FOR
OPTIMUM SMOOTHNESS AND
TONAL BLEND. QUAD IS A
WHOLE NEW WORLD. REG.
'591.00

NOW 448"
Mtr-oH!» 90

FREE

PACK OF 3
CASSETTES
REG. '9.80

NOW *■

NOW *47995

SPECIAL-BOTH UNITS *3S8**

• GARRARD • SHURE • PICKERING • ADC • DYNACO • PANASONIC • NIKKO • BRAUN

Drawing For '1000.00 worth of Stereo and Quad Components
COME IN AND REGISTER

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

ROLL IN TO BOWLING GREEN FOR STRAIGHT TALK IN STEREO
master charge

ftO nioiveef*

"?--r£^*

OiQ PIONEER
i i-..:

MIX & MATCH
SYSTEMS

AND A PRICE THAT FITS!
PHONE' 354-4322

WOLLENSAK* MARANTZ<
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Farmers tell their side of story
By the Aswx-iiied Pre**
Tbe farmer isn't taking
the meat boycott lying
down. He's waging his own
war to convince consumers
that food is still a good buy.
'Many farmers are
talking to their neighbors,
talking to people at the
supermarket.''
said
Bill

Swank, bead of the Ohio
Farm Bureau Federation.
Swank said "things look
like they're getting back to
normal People are buying
again If the boycott had any
effect at all. it was shortlived.''
THE FARM spokesman
said that people didn't save

any money by not buying
meat. Just look,'' he said,
"macaroni and cheese went
up"
The Southern California
Beef Association announced
the start of an ad campaign
to show people that
cattlemen allegedly have
absorbed cost increases for
20
years
without

corresponding raises in
catUe prices.
Several consumer group
leaders were invited to visit
farms during and after tbe
boycott to get a firsthand
look at the problems of
raising livestock.
Among
them
were
Marilyn Beddo and Rosalie
Whiting of Salt Lake City

Earth ethics talks set
A nationally known biologist and a Dayton
tlirologian will give free
public lectures this week
during a three-day earth
ethics conference at the Urnvci sity
In liarri'll Hardin. protcssor o( ecology at the University of California (Santa
Barbara campus i. and Or
David Crifdn, prolcssor of
theology at the University of
DaytOD. arc among guest
speakers, at "Earth Kthics
lor Today and Tomorrow.
Responsible (environmental
Trade-offs' today through

Friday
I >r Criffin will discuss "A
New Vision of Nature" at 8
tonight in the 11th lloor conference room of Offenhauer
West
Dr. Hardin. whose lecture
is entitled "Stalking the
Wild Taboo, will speak at 8
lomorrow night in the Crand
Ballroom, I'mon
Both lectures are tree
Best known for his 1968
essay. "The Tragedy of the
Commons." Dr. Hardin is
biologist whose interests
have moved toward human
ecology
His books include Nature
and Man's Kate, a general
introduction to the problems

ol evolution, and "Population. Evolution and Birth
Control."
THE EARTH ETHICS
conference begins at noon
today and ends at noon Friday.
It is being sponsored by
the Environmental Studies
(enter, the philosophy
department and the United
Christian Fellowship campus ministry, in cooperation
with the U.S. Office of
(environmental
Education
and the Faith-Man-Nature
group
The Religious Activities
Committee. Cultural Boost
and St Thomas More University Parish have also
contributed funds to finance
the conference.

During the conference,
guest speakers will discuss
value conflicts in making
decisions to solve environmental problems from the
perspectives of science,
theology, philosophy, business and law.
Registration for the threeday event is $20. A reduced

Buddy Rich
and
his Band
April 15-8 p.m.
Qr. Ballroom

WASHINGTON (API The
House yesterday
sustained President Nixon's
veto of a $120 million rural
water and sewer grant bill
that would have forced him
to spend money appropriated by Congress.

Films by Taylor and University students will be shown
at 8 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday in 105 South Hall.
Barbara Lenkevitch, a
visiting San Francisco filmmaker will show her films at
the Tuesday showing.
Taylor, who is working in
Ohio under an Ohio Arts
Council grant, will be
making a film while on campus. Shooting will be done in
the afternoons with schedules to be announced daily.

It was the first test in the
House this year of Nixon's
veto power in the clash over
the setting of national
spending priorities.
The House mustered a 225189 vote that fell 51 short of
the
two-thirds
majority
needed to override.
Voting to override Nixon's
veto were 200 Democrats
and 25 Republicans, while
161 Republicans were joined
by 28 Democrats backing the
President.
NIXON THUS registered
his second veto victory in a
week. His veto of a bill
authorizing a 82.6 billion
program for rehabilitating
the
handicapped
was
sustained in the Senate last
week and therefore never
reached the House.
It takes overriding votes
of both chambers of
Congress to write a bill into
law over the President's
objections.

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED

BEDDO, one of tbe
leaders of HELP (Housewives Expect Lower
Prices), said that her twoday trip "woke me up...and I
saw the other side of it. I can
see that they (the farmers)
have had a bad winter. I
guess they've really been
hurting for years."
She said that HELP feels
"the boycott is not tbe
solution, but if there is a
shortage of red meat as they
tell us. we suggest that
people cut down on their
buying...until the supply
builds up and the price
comes down."
Whiting-who belongs to
SOS. an acronym for Save
Our Sanity-said. "We've
never been boycotting the

DURING THE boycott
itself, farm wives in some
areas picketed stores or
bought up
meat to
demonstrate what a good
value it is.

22 Act a part.
23 Buddie.

24 Positive poles.
25 Ball.

28 Doyle', middle
name.
30
geht's? (bow
are you?)

Tbe meat boycott
supporters were planning
future strategy themselves.

31 Financial phrase.
33 Twist.
37 Consisting of
mnch land.
39 Actress Mary

A meeting of boycott
leaders was set In
Washington for today and
U.S.
Rep.
Benjamin
Roaenthal (D-N.Y.) said
traveling expenses for some
of the consumers were being
paid by District Council 37 of
the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees.

41 Ruth's mother-inlaw.
42 Lake in Sweden.

44 Feminine title:
Abbr.

11

Tickets on sale Union

NEWLOVE REALTY

»3.00 • '3.50 -14.00

328 South Main St.
Phone 353 7381

THE
DEN
IS COMING
THURS. & FRI.
April 12 & 13
Reduced Prices on BGSU Rings

GREEK DAYS also
Special Prices on Rings, Jerseys & Jackets
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family development
1 KS w
The Child and Family
Development Club, a new
organization for child and
family development majors
and minors, will meet
lomorrow from 56 p.m. in
the
University
nursery
school, Johnston Hall.
The meeting was incorrectly listed in Monday's
Green Sheet
Mary C. Lane, assistant
professor
of
home
economics, director of the

nursery school and advisor
for child and family development majors and minors,
will discuss the curriculum
and answer questions.
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Students interested in tbe
club but unable to attend the
meeting should contact
Chris Sinkovec, junior
(A&Sl and president, at 3526810; or Carol Jennings,
sophomore (Ed.) and vice
president, at 372-1832
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$55 Each Student

ABOVE MENTIONED APTS ALL 4 MAN
Leasing June 15th to Septembei Ibth
St 31) 00 pet month

1>

V

Apts at 1470 & 1490 Clough St
Apt 824 6th St

1

'

SO Courage.
SI 1 am present:
La*.
52 Correct.
54 Blue glaaed
pottery.
56 Youskevileh of
■he ballet.
57 Card game.
58 Unravel.
60 By way of.

12 Minstrels.

45 Proficient.

)

It Collection, of

4 Treeless plain.
5 Word with
runner or sage.
6 Air routes.
7 Suffis in
rhemlstry.
8 Siren of a type.
9 Drapery fabric.
16 Set a value on.
11 Actress Dunne.

40 Chostly.

2

Open space.
Bicycled.
Powerfml del.
Day before ■
certain church

II Fib: V.r.
IS " Lake."
26 Printer's
festival.
measure.
61 Callure medium. 27 Protagonist.
62 tUliable.
28 Unit of weight.
63 David's weapon.
29 City on the Ok*.
64 Little Eleanor
32 Shoe.
and the
65 Degrees in
34 "
Man."
theology.
66 Dim.
3S The Ancient
67 Cily on the
Mariner." [or
Hudson.
one.
Sheltered sides.
DOWN
Originates.
J "
best friend." 43 Make plans.
2 Source of power: 46 Oglera.
Abbr.
41 Floating.
3 Get married.
49 Small barracudas

16
avis.
17 Held of
■now.
18 Instrument
•bowing itimi
velocity.
20 Emblem of
royalty.

Tbe House had voted S754 last month to require the
President to spend an
estimated (129 million in the
year ending June 30 and up
to $330 million annually in
the coming years.
Nixon vetoed that bill last
Thursday.

"We are dealing with the
authority of the Congress of
the United States to make
the laws of the land."
In January, Nixon killed

32
S3
SS
59

13 Dismounted.
14 Panama.

the rural program as part of
what he termed his effort to
hold down taxes and combat
inflation.

"We are face to face with
a confrontation that has
been in the making for some
time,'' Speaker Carl Albert
(D-Okla.) told the House.
"We are dealing, in a sense,
with the basic constitutional
system of this nation.

LEASING SEPT. 15thJUNE 15th

$65 Each Student

Free rap session 5 p.m. - April 15
Gr. Ballroom

farmer. We need the farmer
and I think the cattlemen,
the farmers and the
consumers are getting the
rotten end of tbe deal.''

House upholds Nixon rural veto

Film workshops
to be conducted
Filmmaking
workshops
will be conducted this week
by Bill Taylor, a filmmaker
for McGraw-Hill Contemporary Films.
Free open sessions will be
held from 10 a.m. to noon
daily in 409 South Hall

registration fee of $7.50,
which does not include
meals, is available for students, local residents and
faculty.
For further information
about the conference or
registration
procedures,
contact the Environmental
Studies Center. 372-2831

who visited farmers in
Dodge City. Kan., at the
invitation and expense of the
city Chamber of Commerce.

Cor* '72 Gea'l rosmna Cora.
47 Colrring jobs.
IS Navigation
device
49 Tristram.

ACROuhJ
1 Stables.
S European.
9 B.by's bed.

Tbe student j International Meditation Society uUl be
checking (or those who practice T M In the Perry Room ol
the Union at 1 30 pm
Volunteers In Progress will meet in 303 Moarly Hall at 7
pro
There will be an advanced lecture lor thoee who practice
Transcendenul Meditation In the Capital Room of the
linion at 7 pm
Theatre Unbound Student Activities presents "The
Automobile Graveyard." a student production, al 6 pm in
Use Forum o( the Student Services today, Thursday, and
Friday. Free

WANTED
Wanted used 10 or 6 speed
bike Call Bill 342 5029

Girl needs ride to Miami U.
April 13 15 Call 2-3011.1
to and (rom
Ride
Ohio U this weekend 352
6771.
LOST4 FOUND
Found; 3 rings la
OKenhauer reslroom Call
342-4*3* to identify and pay
lor ad
Lost: Large pure white M.
cat la N Mala a E Merry
area. Reward 362-4*20

Paid little league umpires
(or entire summer in B.G
Phone 3S2-6413
Waitress wanted Pagliai!
PIZZA Apply in person, 1004
S Main

Beyond macrame 4 Fibre
Workshops Sat. 1-1 pm 111
Call 363-1724
Now giving guitar lessons in
my home 351-3406
Child care in my home PH
361-427*
Experienced typist. Term
papers, lueses etc Call 3722*21
PERSONALS
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON. The Working
Hand ('rail Center. SIS Cou-

Children's pet. 4 mo old M.
Norwegian Elkhound Black
a gray Reward 364-6613
after 11

Elementary educatloa
majors Would you consider
spending the (all quarter as
a teacher toe in a school
located as the I suisa'iaa
Motntal.s north of
Montreal, boarding with a
Kreoch-Caaadlaa family?
Students interested La individualized language arts
programs are particularly
requested to apply to
Experimental Studies. U»
Education Bldg 2-226* IM

We need evening entertainment Banjo a piano player.
Capable ol carrying a siagaloag Phty Wed. Frl, a Sal
ever Call 26147*7 after 11
am

1*71 Suzuki njee trails bate
S27S. call 67*4114.

SUMMER 4 FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
341-tlM. M.W.F, 1-Spm

Needed
Volunteers who
will be in B.C. this summer
to work on Crisis
Call 362-71*7

VR 17 Dynamic skis far
sale, 206 cm, cheap, call 362
«J47

Needed I F for i
Korkledge- Cheap. 361*307

IK* VW Bag Ph. ShlttM
Phi Tau-Phi Ma combine lor
a (laming time Thanhs'
SC.E.C. looting (or people
to answer phones during
telethon (or cerebral palsy
on Sal. April 14, 10 IB pen
Sun. April 15. 9 pm 466 Ed ,
any hours. Call Joan 372
5117. or Judy 371-4110
Scamp Ser The Efgman is
back
Congrata Duke. George, and
the boys on your worthwhile
trip to Cincl. good job. J B.,
al the plate "Scamp
A recruiter from the
Dubuque Theological Seminary will be in the UCF Bldg
Wednesday at 1 pm. Students interested in the
ministry and religious education are welcome

SERVICES OFFERED

Lost: F. Kteakouad gray
pup Wfbl face. M. collar
w rabies tag. Answers to
lliar 361436* or 3624725
Reward

HELP WANTED

hours of credit are.
course available I

Wiiung and dining with the
Sigma Chi s was really done
in Phi Mu fashion Thanks!

71 360 Honda Scrambler
Ma.y eitraa
71 3*6
Yamaha Iaaaro Alter 4.
364-7111.
1*76 Honda SM CB. Ex
celleat condition 1600: 362
6777.

Needed 1 F grad to share
Ibdrm apt asm and or
Best year Call 372 2*21
Reduced for sum only. Two
3 harm duplex turn, all uul.
pd 160 baaed on 6 ore.. W/4
or*. M0/3 occ F only.
Lease, deposit, no pets SSI-

Comrjonent stereo 4 speak
era. Garrard table Monarch
amp Ml asm All or part

Several hoaaaa. apis, and
rooms available (or summer
* ant school ter t7»-2Mt.

Martin Tatar Su. 10 yrs
•160 3634446

Apia, tor summer 4 fail
rental. 1 block from campus,
call 363-467 J before 6 pm or
363-1143 alter 4 pm

63 Chevy, hast offer 362
07*6 after 6
For Sale Karman Gkia la
good mechanical condiUoa
aad a new 6 piece lllagsr
lead drum art Call 2 attl
47 Dodge Coronet for salt
Excellent coaditwa hat 1
burnt valve1 1716 Call 361
74X3 after 5 30 pm

HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALLaU-6371
1 Male roommate Beaded lor
spring quarter Call 361-50M
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER a FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
3434164 MWF 15 pm

Gibson amp 636 342-3406
Girls' Tired of the shallow
whirl ol beer blasts, fral
parties'1 If so. why not meet
two young interns^ Write:
Richard Fordham. 1714
Clough St. BG

16)6 Feed Ecoaolioe Super
Van. 6 cyI std New tires.
alternator, laa best runs
great Good camper MM
Call 371 ISM

For the beat pizza value la
town, it '■ PtsaaeUo's

Iff* Haana 176, UN an., Uke
6111

Corarratulatzoaa Tom aad
Ana on your Alpha Sig Alpha
Cams

Acoustic guitar (46 Call 361
724*.

FRIENDSHIP IS THE
PRECIOUS GOLD THAT
ALL SEEKETH AND SO
FEW ARE FORTUNATE
ENOUGH TO FIND. FIND
FRIENDSHIP THROUGH
SERVICE IN OMEGA PHI
ALPHA. NATIONAL
SERVICE SORORITY.
GENERAL INFORMATION
NIGHT. APRIL 11. 1*72,
ALUMNI ROOM. UNION

Mtu*

Brown '62 Chevy Bascayue
tilt. Call Boh al lee t. 3*1
•1*1
1*67 Flat 114, 4 or ana Fair
cead Asking OH. Call SfJ-

HOUSJES a APTS. FOR
RENT CAli3»l-*17t
I

bdr

apl /Saaaraer

FOR SALE
tt Chev. I cut. std asMatx,
btw.t-7.

UNIVriRSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR

F
campus
TUB.

unm 1 bk (rom
640 month. 352

LARGE 2 BORM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 3617364

Rent if
A-Framea.
716.3 6th SI 3 or All knotty
peas. Relax while st school
Apta aad rooms lor sum a
(all Near r anuses Ph. 341
HOUSES a APTS
RENT CALLS

FOR

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 4 FALL- FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
3*14164. M. W.F.I* an
Need 14 F. sum
and/er
(all BU, axe Call 171-413*
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Ice Horizons 1973'

Chilling entertainment for weekend
Show business is coming
to Bowling Green this weekend in a different kind of
package.
"Ice Horizons 1973" is returning to the campus after
a year's absence. The show
was not presented last year
because the Bowling Green
Skating Club hosted the
United States Figure
Skating Association's regional figure skating competition here

FRANK SAWERS is the
director and choreographer
for "Ice Horizons 197J." the
fifth ice show at the University. He is also the costume
designer and. although two
students actually sketched
the set designs, be sparked
their imaginations with his
own for one of the largest
amateur ice shows in the
country.
"It's probably easier to
put on 10 professional ice

shows than it is to do one
amateur production like this
one." Sawers said.
He added that this production of Ice Horizons is going
to be as good as any professional show.
"It's going to be the bestskated, best-dressed amateur ice show in the United
States.'besaid
"Ice Horizons 1973 it
going to be a "different type
of show. " the director said.

"It's strictly an ice review," be said.
"I've stayed with the
things I knew I could do and
the things I know an
audience will like.''
Sawers learned what be
knows as a performer and
choreographer for Holiday
on Ice for S years.
"I'm glad I finally made
the break with show business and became a part of

the real world again." be
said.
"Holiday on Ice is a fantasy world. I loved the travel
and performing, but after 25
years, it all got to be
tedious. Performing became
a job for me. That's when 1
realized I'd bad my fill and
left." he said.
"A lot of people become
trapped in show business
and never get out until they
die. 1 didn't want that to
happen to me."
Unlike many of today's
professional skaters. Sawers
never had a skating lesson
until be joined Holiday on
Ice at the age of IS.
"1 learned most of my
skating on ponds in Ottawa
I got permission to quit high

>» ~ — ~ .__.

school so I could join the ice
show, "he said.
Sawers' career took him
to nearly every major city in
the United States and Western Europe
"I'm not tall and handsome, so I played character
roles, "be said
"My favorite role was
Pagliacci. the happy-sad
clown. It was a tragicomedy
role, and I played it for six
years."
While Sawers was in love
with performing, it wasn't
always completely good to
him. Twice it almost cost
him his life
The first time he was per
forming as a Chinese
dragon-god and his body was
smothered in gold paint The
skater became ill and al-

most died of metal
poisoning. He was out of the
show for siz months.
In 1961. while doing a show
in South America. Sawers
broke his neck. He was
operated on in Buenos Aires
and never performed again,
choosing to become a
skating coach and choreographer for the show.
He coached and helped
direct the show for seven
years before be quit in 1968.
After leaving Holiday on
Ice, Sawers taught skating
in Buffalo. N. Y. Now a
skating professional at this
University. Sawers said his
preference in skating style
is just coming to be recognized
"Skating is snow busi-

ness." Sawers said. Its
ballet, dance, enter lain
ment. I've skated that way
all along, but others kept
saying skating is a sport "
THE BOWLING Green
Skating club will present
three performances of "Ice
Horizons 1973' Showtime*
are 8 p m Friday and 2 and 8
p.m. Saturday.
All tickets for evening per
formances are reserved
seats and priced at $2 and 83
Seats for the Saturday
matinee are general admission and are priced at 81.SO.
Tickets are available (rom
6-9:30 p.m weeknights at
the Ice Arena Box Office,
from Bowling Green Skating
Club members and at the
door

Three plays to open
Theater buffs should be in
their glory this week with
three different productions
opening on campus
The shows are Little Red
Riding Hood." the annual
children's production;
"Automobile Graveyard." a
thesis production, and
"Someone's Crying." produced with playwright Jasper Oddo in consultation on
campus

Newaakw**** CarlteW

Skaters put the final touches on their routines for the weekend
'Ice Horizons' performances.

Buddy Rich in concert

The University Theatre
production ol Little Red
Riding Hood, will be an
American premiere This
particular version ol the
classic la.. > tale was written bv the Russian play
wright Eugene Schwartz and
translated by George Shail.
The play tells the classic
story of Little Red Riding
Hood's journey through the
dangerous woods to visit her

grandmother The story is
based on the tale by the
Brothers Grimm, but departs from the original fable
by the addition of several
animal characters to the
story and by a surprise twist
ending
"The play has broad
humor, and yet it deals more
deeply with the essential
nature of the characters
than most versions of the
story have done," said
Joseph Blades, graduate stu
dent in speech and director
of the production
"It emphasizes the truly
human nature of all the
characters including the animals, he explained.
John H. 11 epic i associate
professor of speech, designed the flexible setting,
and Ivy Austin, undergraduate in speech, designed the

"H?
Buddy Rich had the classic beginning to a career in
show business He was practically born in a trunk
Although Rich dicPnot
actually first set eyes on the
world from some backstage
costume storage area, he
was born into a Vaudeville
family. At the age of 18
months he was already performing on the drums in
front of audiences on the

best national Vaudeville circuits
Rich has come a long way
since then
Bowling Green students
will be able to attend a concert by a band that has been
seen on virtually every "talk
show' on television when
Rich and his group perform
Sunday. April 15. in the
Grand Ballroom. Union.
AT THE AGE of three.
Rich became a permanent

Buddy Rich

part of his parents' vaudeville act and by the time be
was seven he was working
as a single
Billed as "Traps, the
Drum Wonder," Rich was
the second highest paid child
star in the world, topped
only by Jackie Coogan.
By the age of 11. Rich had
his own band which he took
on the road for a year and
one-half His jazz career actually started, however,
with the Joe Marsala Band
in 1938
Subsequent band affiliations included Bunny Bern
gan, Artie Shaw and Benny
Carter. After service in the
Marines. Rich joined
Tommy Dorsey. then
formed the first of several
big bands he has fronted.
While with the Dorsey
Band, Rich roomed with
Frank Sinatra, and. although
their feuds sometimes made
front page news, it was
Sinatra who backed Rich's
first band after they both
left Dorsey.
In addition to his technique and style on drums.
Rich is a capable singer and
an expert tap dancer.
During the late '50s be
appeared on TV as an actor.
During this period be
intermittently announced
that he was giving up the
drums forever to devote
himself to a full-time
singing career. However, he
usually returned to the
drums after a brief interlude.
His present band is an out-

growth of one started in the
late 1960s in Las Vegas and
has since entertained
audiences all over the world
The 16 men in the band
average 24 years of age and
the keynote of the group is
vitality. No arrangement
they use is more than six
months old.
Heavily into the rock/jazz
music of today, the band
appeals to all ages.
Called one of the greatest
drummers of all time, Rich
will appear in a free afternoon Tap "session as a prelude to the band's evening
concert. The "rap" session
will feature Rich alone.
Although of great interest to
drummers in particular, the
chance to hear him in this
solo setting is unique and of
interest to anyone
The "rap" session is scheduled for 6 p.m. and the concert at 8 p.m. Both will be
held in the Grand Ballroom.
Union.
This concert/clinic is
sponsored in part by a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts in
Washington. DC. a federal
agency, as part of its effort
to provide concerts designed
to expand jazz audiences.
The concert/clinic is also
the final event in this season's jazz series sponsored
by the School of Music and
the Union Activities Organization (UAO).
Other artists presented in
the series were Don Ellis.
Gary Burton and the Art
Van Damme Quintet.

costumes for the production.
The show will be presented in Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
Curtain time (or "Little
Red Riding Hood." is 8 p.m.
on Saturday. April 14 and 2
p.m. on Sunday, April 15
General admission is 50
cents per person. The box
office will be open one hour
before the performance
OPENING TONIGHT in
the forum of the Student Services Bldg. is the thesis production. "The Automobile
Graveyard "
The plot of the show is not
new. according to its director. Jim O.AIey. graduate
student in speech The play.
written by the contemporary
Spanish
playwright
Fernando Arrabl. is a
parable of the life of Christ.
Oakley said the play is unlike any other ever performed on campus. It takes
place in an automobile junkyard where old cars are used
as a hotel.
The Christ figure is a
musician who illegally performs concerts in the junkyard and is eventually
apprehended by the police.
Five junked cars were
stripped and hauled into the
forum for the production,
designed by Dick Smith.

graduate student in speech.
Both Smith and Oakley
will do their masters theses
on the show
The performance is spon
sored by Theatre Unbound
and will begin a 8 p.m. tonight and play through Friday Admission is free, and
open to the public
"SOMEONE'S CRYING"
will open tomorrow in 405
University Hall and run
through Saturday
The play is already sold
out. according to Mark R.
Dull, junior i A&Si and producer-director for the
production
Tickets were distributed
free on Monday on a first
come, first-serve basis and
were gone in two hours. Dull
said.
The producer-director'
said be asked Oddo to come
to campus for three week*
prior to the production in
order to give both himself
and cast members a chance
to work with a professional
playwright.
"Someone's Crying" is
sponsored by Student Activl-;
ties. Experimental Studies,
the Parent's Club. Theatre
Unbound. Popular Culture,.
Cultural Boost and the English department
Curtain is at 8 p.m.

•wwaiwH ay Carl Sata

Emonu, played by Jeff Hoon, sophomore (Ed.) is the central figure
in The Automobile Graveyard.'

people to see...places to go...things to do...
The Bowling Green String
Quartet will perform at 8:30
p.m. on Saturday. April 14.
in the Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg.
The appearance is the last
in a series of Scholarship
Fund concerts held annually
to provide scholarships for
exceptionally talented
music students at the University.
Performing with the quartet will be student cellist
James E. Anderson.
Anderson, who will join
the ensemble for Schubert's

"String Quartet." is a junior
majoring in performance
studies. He is a member of
the University Symphony
Orchestra and other small
ensembles. He was a 1972
Scholarship Fund recipient.
Included on the program
will be "String Quartet.
Opus 11." by Samuel Barber
and "Five Pieces for String
Quartet. Opus 5," by Anton
von Webern
The nationally-known
Bowling Green String Quartet is comprised of faculty

members and artists-in-residence Paul Makara, violin;
Young Nam Kim. violin;
Bernard Linden, viola; and
Peter Howard, cello.
Tickets for Saturday's
concert are 83 for adults and
81 for students and may be
purchased at the door.
THE THIRD CONCERT
in a series sponsored by
WFAL, campus AM radio
station, will be Friday. April
13. at 8 p.m.
The concert will be country-fnlk featuring Dan

Kimple. Sam Wenger. the
Front Porch and Todd
Zinger.
It will be held in Commons
dining hall. Tickets, priced
at 81. will be available at the
door.
Plans are being made for
two more concerts in the
series, which includes
soul, rock and jazz talent.
THE ACCEPTANCE of
the bicycle as a reliable nonpolluting form of transportation and the problems in-

volved with it will be
explored on " Is There a Bike
in the Mix?" on WBGU/TV.
Channel 57. at 9:30 tonight.
Part of the series. "The
Turning Points," will focus
on Denver. Colo , and its
experience in re-introducing
the two-wheeler into modern
four-wheel traffic patterns.
"HAMLET," William
Shakespeare's classic
tragedy about one of the
most enigmatic characters
in dramatic history, will

open the "Humanities Film
Forum" series on WBGUTV at 8 p.m. tomorrow and
will be shown again on
Saturday. April 14. at the
same lime.
The new series of eight
programs was produced
with a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities and will present
uncut and uninterrupted versions of feature films by
some of the world's finest
producers and directors.
"Hamlet," the first of-

fering, is a 1969 British
production directed by Tony
Richardson.
After it is shown, the play
will be discussed by leading
American humanists and
historians in the context of
the time it depicts, the time
it was made and its significance for the present.
Each film in the series
will be examined in this way
in an attempt to reveal the
potential use of cinema as
an interdisciplinary tool for

education in the humanities.
Offerings in the weeks to
come include "Richard III,"
directed by and starring Sir
Laurence Olivier. "Oliver
Twist." directed by David
Lean: "The Ballad of a Soldier." directed by Grigori
Cbukhrai;
' 'Alexander.
Nevsky," directed by Sergei:
Eisenstein; "The Battle of
Culloden." directed by.
Peter Watkins: "The Rise of
Louis XIV," directed by Roberto Rossellini, and "The Andersonvllle Trial,"
directed by George C. Scoat !
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EXTRA BASES
Controversial plays

Team now 6-0 on season

3 more rugby wins
The BowhnK (Ireen rugby
(earn swepl its weekend
opponents again and upped
its overall record to 6-0
The A and B squads look
19-3 and 9-6 victories over
Ohio Wesleyan tOWlll while
the C learn demolished Kind
lay. 26-0

lntheAgameOWUIed3-0
most of the first half until
Kick i .i isw.ilil won a 70-yard
foot race to the goal line and
put Bowling (Ireen ahead 4
3 Steve Krelz's conversion
kick made it6-3.
The second half was all
lit; as Bill Morgan and Kick

going ahead 6-0. Mick Owyer
pulled BG to within three
points on a penalty kick.
Then determined Tom
Johansky put the Falcons
ahead 7-6 when he carried
two defenders over the goal
line for a score. Dwyer
added the two-point conversion for insurance
For the second straight
week it was the C team that
provided most of the offensive fireworks a it won 26-0
over t- ID.1I.I-.
Almost the entire hack
field scored as Craig Briner.
Kon Conarroe, Dan Deluca.
Skip Palmer and Lex
llarrsel each put four points
on the board for BG Palmer
and Jerry Duncan also
added three conversion
kicks
The C team defense
which had let six points by it
last week, completely shut
off any Findlay scoring
attempts
This weekend the A and B
teams meet Kalamazoo
Saturday at 1.15 p.m. at
home, while Elyria comes to
BG to meet the C team Sunday at 1:30 p.m.

Hoover picked their way
through OWU defenders to
score four points each
Morgan and Kretz also
added penalty kicks to make
the final score 19-3
THE B GAME also saw
Wesleyan draw first blood.

NamftMt* by Morcta J. Loniw

More
wins

The Bawling Green rugger* "danced" then way to
thrrr more victorias last weekend against two
opponents. Overoll the team is now 6-0.

spiced Kent series
By Bob Meea, Staff Writer
The Falcons were involved in a pair of controversial plays
in the first two games of the Kent State series last weekend
The first play took place in the BG half of the second
inning of Friday's game.
With the bases loaded and one out. Dick Selgo hit a
grounder to Kent shortstop Nick Saban. who then collided
with BG's Gary Haas as be was going to third Saban fired
the ball to home for what looked like a force out of Dave
Fox, coming in from third.

Weathered-out
The scheduled deebleheader belweea Bowling Greea mad
the I liverilty ol Mlchsgaa yesterday at Asa Arbor was
caaeeled becaase of the weather. The games will not be
madcap.
The Falcon see their aext actlea this weekend la a threegame series at Toledo.

Take me out to the ball game. Take me out to the
crowd. Buy me tome peanuts and crackerjacks, I
don't know if I'll ever get back, oh, take me out to
the ball game. Take me out to the crowd. Cauw
it's one, two, three strikes you're out at the old ball
game.

El Shafei victorious
CLEVELAND lAPl
Kgypl s Ismail 101 Shalei s
powerlul lelthanded serves
gave him a narrow victory
Tuesday over eighlh seeded
Tom Okker of Switzerland in
a Cleveland Classic tennis
tournament
qualifying

match
Shafei won 3-6. 6-0. 7-6 in a
tiebreaker
In other action Tuesday in
the World Championship
Tennis lour matches, .lean
i h.mil i'.in of
Neuilly.
France, downed Hoscoe

Obstruction was the call by the umpire (ball becomes
dead I, meaning that Haas was out because he ran into Saban
and all the runners had to return to their bases
THE OTHER PLAY occurred in the bottom half of the
third inning of the first game of Saturday's doubleheader
With one out and Mike Frilling on first base. Haas lashed a
single to right and was halfway to second when rightfleldei
Scott Sullivan tried to cut down Frilling at third The ball
got by third baseman Bob Baker and went into the Kent
dugout
Frilling was awarded third on the bad throw and home on
the ball going into the dugout, while Haas, who went to third
on the throw, was told to return to second
Normally. Haas would have been awarded two basessecond on the bad throw and third on the ball going into the
dugout but the umpire ruled that Haas had not yet reached
first when the throw was made
For awhile, it looked like the play might be the deciding
factor in the game Haas moved lo third when Tim Pettorim
got to second on a two-base error, but he never crossed the
plate because Mark Ammons hit into a doubleplay to end Ihe
inning
The score remained 2-1. Kent, until the seventh when the
Falcons finally tied the score and erased the chance that
they might lose the game on a controversial call

...

WITH TWO HITS in the Kent series. Tim Pettorim needs
just one more hit to tie the Falcon career mark of 108 set byJohn Knox The senior centerfielder has 12 hits this season
and owns a .261 batting average
e e e

Turner of Lookout Mountain.
Term . 6-4. 6-3; and linger
Taylor of
Wimbledon.
Kngland. beat out a townsmate. 1.1 .ill.mi Slilwell. 6-3.
6-3. Jan Kodes of Prague defeated Berkeley's Jeff Borowtak6-1.6-4

Veteran umpire Tom Kavashere may have called a lot of
balls and strikes in his long career, but one play he didn't
call occurred when one of BG's bat girls retrieved a bat in
the first inning of the Kent opener F.xpecting a conventional
bat boy. Ravashere did one of the most classic double takes
ever seen.

• • •

With 17 hits in 39 at bats, shortstop Gary Ha.is is almost
certain to break the BG single-season hit record held jointly
by Knox and Bob White With 32 games remaining, the
junior captain needs 28 more safeties (o break the mark of
44 Haas is hitting at a 436 clip thus far

• • •

Safe
actually

BG first baseman Mark Ammons (right) appears to be putting
the tag on a Kent State man in action last weekend.
However, the camera angle is deceiving this time. He was
safe.

EAAU's Woody Mills
MAC Player of Week
COLUMBUS
tAPl
Eastern Michigan 1'nm-i
sity right-hander Woody
Mills was named the Mid
American
Conference
Spring Athlete of the Week
Tuesday for beating Ohio
University in the llurons'
league debul
The 6-foot-1 senior from
Midland. Mich . whipped the
Bobcats on their own held

Check

PHI MITS

Bowling Green dtfenuman Mike Wilcox (while |ersey) putt
some resilience lo a Wittenburg player Saturday. The Falcons
spanked ihe Tigers. 8-2. m Springfield in the opening
Midwest Lacrosse Association game.
^tjfWt-.ejyV.f.aj^e. . Hf* « ■ . »JfV
"BA-

IM notes
Entry blank* arc now
available im co ed Mflball
leagues Entries may Inpicked up irom fraternity
and sorority athletic chair
persons and from residence
hall directors Entries are
due April IT Plaj will U-gin
April 23

Sigma I'lit Epsilon took .1
narrow live-point lead over
Phi Delta Thel.i in the
fraternity all spoits race at
the conclusion nl winter
quarter
Winning fraternity tittea
in swimming and curling
the Sig Kps have totaled 99
points lo at lor the Phi
Delts
Anderson Mall maintained
its domination of the residence hall competition with
ISO points
Kodgers is
second with 135 points while
Kohl Hall moved from
seventh lo third place with
113 points
Anderson la living to win
its third straight residence
hall all-sports championship.

Congratulate Their
Sisters Chris Hoffman
and Kathie Fisher For
Making Cheerleading!

THE
OF BOWLING GREEN
IRE

1550E.Wooster

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. \

Casino Party Tonite
All Interested Men
Welcome

Cash Prizes
& Refreshments
8 P.M. - ?

Blue Amber

Crisis
Phone

sports

352-PLUS

DELTA TAU
DELTA HOUSE
New Fraternity Row
(Across From Harshman)

HELD OVER
2nd WEEK
7:30-9:35

IHRST-CUSS

Show Tour
International Talents
The World Students Association invites all
those who have artistic talent related to other
cultures to participate in the International
Talent Show to be on April 24.
A try out will be held on Thur., April 12 at 7
P.M. in the Graduate Center.

*

All

in April.

with a four-hitter. 5-2
Also considered by a panel
of writers were Bowling
Green shortstop Gary Ha.is.
Central Michigan third base
man Jeff Sovern. Miami
pitcher Gary Wright. Toledo
outfielder Stove Hall and
Western Michigan pitcher
Mike Squires
Ohio University and Kent
State had no nominees

IN OTHER MID-AMERICAN Conference games during
the weekend. Miami beat Central Michigan. 3-0. on Friday,
but lost in the first game of a Saturday doubleheader. 7-4
The second game was rained out
Eastern Michigan topped Ohio University. 6-3. on Friday,
but the Bobcats came back to blank Eastern. 4-0. Saturday,
in a game rained out after six innings The second game of
that twin-bill was also postponed

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
(based on 4 person occupancy)

Neil Simon s

The
Heartbreak
Kid

An Elaine May Film _
■K'bfiM.iU-

-E2-

STAPfVM

<£i|

a

NOW PLAYING
7:15-9:20

• Facilities include

•
•
•
•
•

IV* baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12.1-5,7-11 Evaryday but Wad.

Bates and Springer Inc.

"...A beautiful film,
t's what love is..orall." about
l- Hf~ **

